Ozobot’s Trip with Prepositions
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Name: ____________________________
Date: ____________________________
Ozobot's Trip to ________________________________

Today Ozobot is going on a trip! It is going to ________________________________ so it can _________________________________. Ozobot is excited about getting to the final destination and seeing some wonderful sights along the way! Ozobot begins the trip and zooms _________________________________. Then Ozobot spins around as it travels _________________________________.

The next part of the journey takes Ozobot ________________________________. It slows down to get a good look as it moves ________________________________ two _________________________________. Continuing to move, Ozobot is in awe as it goes ________________________________ a _________________________________.

Then, after Ozobot turns the corner, it knows he is getting close because it moves ________________________________ a _________________________________. Finally, Ozobot jumps with joy as it sees the final destination! It continues moving ________________________________. When Ozobot arrives, it is ready to ________________________________.